
 

Carbon Footprint policy 

Cosmos is a business supplies reseller and a member of the Office Friendly business community. We 
recognise the importance of operational and supply chain sustainability through our participation in the 
Weaver sustainability programme. We are committed to minimising the environmental impact, 
increasing the sustainability of our operations and complying with all relevant carbon footprint 
legislation. 

At Cosmos the material carbon impact of our operations includes running an office, providing electricity, 
heat and air conditioning. Whilst we don’t have our own van fleet we have a company vehicle used by 
one of the directors. 

Nicola Toikka is responsible for ensuring that the carbon footprint policy is implemented. However, all 
employees have a responsibility in their area to ensure that the aims and objectives of the policy are 
met. 

Carbon footprint is a key pillar of operational and supply chain sustainability. To meet our goals in 
carbon footprint reduction, we will: 

• All lights in our building were replaced with LED Alternatives in 2020 
• We will continue to implement a switch off initiative in our office 
• We will replace one of our Company vehicles with a an electric or Hybrid model, and provide a 

charging point for staff use in early 2021 
• We will monitor our energy consumption on a monthly basis to ensure we reduce our usage  
• We will provide our customers with a chart to show how much Co2 emissions they can save by 

moving to a once a week ordering model. 
• We regularly service our  office aircon unit and ensure that doors and windows remain closed 

whilst the Aircon is in use.  
• We have replaced our high energy consuming kettle with an eco water boiler for staff hot drinks  

 

An action plan will be communicated to our employees, Clients and Suppliers through use of our 
website, regular communications and our internal staff newsletter.  This carbon footprint policy will be 
made available to all members of staff so they can see our commitments, initial actions and the 
subsequent results. A full review of this policy will take place on an annual basis. 

We provide regular training to our staff to ensure that they are kept informed and included in our 
carbon footprint activity. New staff receive carbon footprint training as part of their induction. In 
addition, we will communicate with our contractors and suppliers to agree how they can support our 
environmental objectives and targets. 
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